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Abstract: Estimating connectivity is key for maintaining population viability for pond-breeding
amphibians, especially in areas where habitat alterations occur. Here, we used genetic data (mi-
crosatellites) to estimate connectivity of marbled salamanders, Ambystoma opacum, among three focal
ponds and compared it to field data (capture-mark-recapture estimates) of movement among the
same ponds. In addition, we derived least-cost dispersal paths from genetic data and compared
them to field connectivity estimates. We found that genetic and field estimates of dispersal were
generally congruent, but field-based paths were more complex than genetic-based paths. While both
methods complement each other in identifying important source-sink metapopulation dynamics
to inform efficient conservation management plans, field data provide a more biologically accurate
understanding of the spatial movement of individual marbled salamanders.

Keywords: fixation indices; gene flow; geographic information systems; least-cost path; migration

1. Introduction

A key feature of estimating population connectivity and making predictions about
how species cope with changing environments is movement—both dispersal and migration.
Over the past few decades, there has been an increasing emphasis on methods used to
estimate dispersal across different scenarios, particularly for animal populations (for review
see [1]). A change in dispersal affects migration patterns and subpopulation connectivity
within a larger metapopulation. Such changes will affect the viability of populations and
genetic diversity, subsequently affecting offspring survival and other factors that help
maintain populations [2,3]. Estimating individuals’ movement among populations can
be done using population genetic analyses or field-based methods, like mark-recapture.
However, the utility of comparing these two approaches is currently debated (e.g., [3], but
see [4]).

Determining connectivity between populations helps to identify source-sink dynam-
ics [5], populations that need special conservation protection [6], and locations for necessary
dispersal corridors [7]. In particular, accurately estimating population connectivity of pond-
breeding amphibians is necessary for assessing the viability of populations [8]. Notably,
amphibian populations are experiencing a world-wide decline [9,10]. In particular, studies
suggest that these declines are precipitated by the destruction, alteration, and fragmen-
tation of amphibian habitats [11–13]. A greater understanding of how amphibians move
among breeding ponds and their terrestrial habitats is an informative means to mitigate
potential threats, particularly as these animals are often difficult to observe. For instance,
previous work on ambystomatid salamanders highlights that combining spatial analyses
with population genetics can be informative [14], with a more recent study suggesting that
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the two methods are congruent [4]. Marbled salamanders, Ambystoma opacum (Graven-
horst), are distributed across eastern North America [12] and are listed as threatened or
endangered in several states in the United States [15], often due to habitat destruction or
fragmentation. For this study, we compare the utility of genetic and field methods for
estimating movement and identifying dispersal routes within a pond complex of A. opacum
located in eastern North America, in Virginia’s Maple Flats Pond complex.

When examining the movement of individuals among populations, distinguishing
between gene flow, migration, and dispersal is important. Migration is often defined as
the movement of individuals between a breeding site and non-breeding site. Here, we
do not explicitly measure dispersal, as dispersal is a one-way movement of individuals,
with or without the contribution of alleles to the next generation. Instead, we use genetic
data to infer gene flow as an indirect method of estimating movement (defined as the
movement of individuals to breeding ponds that results in reproduction) and compare it
to capture-mark-recapture (CMR), a means of directly estimating movement probabilities
of individuals among ponds. There is a general understanding that indirect and direct
methods estimate different characteristics: gene flow estimates allelic movement and
CMR measures individuals’ movements [16,17]. Accurate interpretations of the migration
estimates derived from these different methods are important because they may have
profound effects on the final assessment of population connectivity that can be used in
conservation management plans.

While migration estimates and dispersal measures can be used to infer the degree of
connectivity between populations, spatial analyses provide valuable means of merging
the effects of landscape features on the movement of individuals [4,18,19] and identify the
placement of corridors necessary to promote migration between populations. Least-cost
path (LCP) analysis is a spatial technique that can evaluate potential movement trajectories
and is a more accurate approach for fitting patterns of genetic structure than Euclidean
distance analysis [20–22]. Many studies use observational data and a priori expectations to
measure cost, which may be misleading given that a species may not follow anthropologic
assumptions of landscape quality [23,24]. Recent studies combined direct and indirect
estimates of gene flow to help assign relative costs of the habitat features and determine the
most biologically plausible dispersal routes [14,25]. Notably, habitat costs and associated
dispersal routes may differ depending on the type of data (e.g., genetic vs. mark-recapture)
used in the initial assessment of the populations, but whether data support this difference
needs to be explored. Comparing indirect and direct estimates of movement can help
identify the most biologically plausible movement among geographically isolated wetlands,
which is necessary for managing landscape connectivity.

Here, we inferred pond connectivity and movement routes using direct and indirect
estimates among three breeding ponds of Ambystoma opacum (Ambystomatidae). To do
this, we assessed the difference between genetic estimates of gene flow and field esti-
mates of salamander movement by asking if direct and indirect estimates of population
connectivity differ.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Study Species

Our study focuses on three breeding ponds of Ambystoma opacum that are in the
Maple Flats Sinkhole Pond Complex [26] at the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the
Shenandoah Valley of Augusta County, Virginia, USA, which is home to approximately
24 ponds (Figure 1). We focused on three ponds (Pond Two, Oak Pond, and Deep Pond).
These focal ponds are part of a karst-depression wetland in the Shenandoah Valley [27] with
little microtopography among ponds and are well-known for their role in biodiversity and
biogeographic patterns of organisms. The three differ in the extent of regenerating forest
(clear cut in 1980) and mature forest (at least 100 years old) that encircle each pond [28].
Within the clear cuts, white pines were planted at higher density than they occur within
the mature forest. Regenerating forest is situated between Deep Pond and Pond Two and
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between Deep Pond and Oak Pond. The ponds represent breeding grounds for terrestrial
adults, who breed explosively from late August through September. Marbled salamanders
lay their eggs in dry or ebbed ponds and the eggs hatch when rising pond levels inundate
the nest [29,30]. Breeding site fidelity is high among experienced adults [31]. Marbled
salamanders retreat from their breeding ponds during the nonbreeding season or in the
case of brooding females after a nest is inundated. They live primarily underground the
remainder of the year, with limited movement [12].
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Figure 1. Estimates of population connectivity for Ambystoma opacum in the Maple Flats Sinkhole
Complex, VA, USA. (a) Capture-mark-recapture migration estimates, measured as movement proba-
bilities, averaged over a four-year study. Standard errors are in brackets. (b) Means of the posterior
distributions of m, the average recent gene flow represented as proportion of migrants, calculated in
the program BAYESASS. Standard deviations are in brackets.

2.2. Genotyping Individuals

During the 1999 breeding season, toe clippings from individuals who entered the
three focal ponds were collected and stored in 95% ethanol for subsequent DNA analy-
sis. We extracted genomic DNA from the toe clippings using Qiagen’s DNeasy Tissue
Extraction Kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA).
We individually amplified nine variable microsatellite loci [15] ( Tables 1 and S1) for all
individuals and pooled the amplified fragments for fragment visualization using primers
labeled with WellRED fluorescent labels (D4, D3, D2; IDTdna, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA)
and analyzed them on a CEQ 8000 (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) at The George
Washington University (Washington, DC, USA). We used a 600 base pair DNA size stan-
dard to size the fragments with the FRAG-4 analysis method. We visualized the results
on the Beckman Coulter CEQ Analysis System Software (Beckman Coulter, Inc.), and
identified and manually recorded the target alleles (i.e., the peaks with the largest reflective
fluorescent unit [RFU] that corresponded to estimated PCR band lengths characterized by
gel electrophoresis).

Table 1. Genetic diversity estimates of the three focal ponds for Ambystoma opacum in the Maple
Flats Sinkhole Complex.

Population N Ne Ho Hs

Oak99 8.714 5.064 0.676 0.692

Deep 9.429 4.573 0.704 0.680

Pond2 8.143 4.501 0.643 0.672
N = number of alleles, Ne = number of effective alleles, Ho = observed heterozygosity, Hs = expected heterozygosity.

We cloned six samples, on average, for each locus across all populations to verify
that the allele sizes represented variations within the microsatellite repeat region and not
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another type of substitution within the flanking regions. We used Qiagen’s Cloning Kit
(Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and sent clones
to SeqWright (Houston, TX, USA) to be sequenced on an ABI3300 Sequencer. We manually
aligned and visually examined the clone sequences to verify the allele lengths obtained
via fragment analysis. In total, 456 clones were sequenced and all allele size variations
corresponded to microsatellite repeat differences.

2.3. Calculating Genetic Diversity and Population Differentiation

We tested for linkage disequilibrium (LD) for each pair of loci in Genepop on the
Web [32,33]. We used the log likelihood ratio statistic (α = 0.05) with a Markov chain
with 10,000 dememorization steps and 1000 batches with 10,000 iterations each [32,33].
Two loci (Aop31 and AmaD328) showed evidence of linkage, therefore we retained only
one of the two loci (Aop31) for genetic analyses. We used MICRO-CHECKER 2.2.3 [34]
to identify the presence of scoring errors, large allele drop-out and null alleles. Aop7
and AjeD422 contained null alleles; therefore, we adjusted these loci using the Brookfield
2 method [35]. This method of adjustment treats missing data as null homozygotes, which
was appropriate for our data because missing data were few and not consistent across loci
for one individual. Once alleles were adjusted, genetic diversity indices (e.g., observed
and expected heterozygosity) were estimated for each locus and each population using
GenoDive 3.04 [36]. To examine genetic structure of focal ponds in the Maple Flats complex,
we performed an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) in GenoDive 3.04. We also used
the Meirman and Hedrick unbiased estimate (G”ST) for pairwise estimates of FST [37]. For
all analyses, we ran 10,000 permutations to estimate significance.

2.4. Estimating Field Movement and Gene Flow

We used field estimates of movement from a capture mark recapture (CMR) study of
adult Ambystoma opacum in years 1999–2003 [28]. Movement probabilities were averaged
across males and females and breeders and nonbreeders among ponds. Estimates of
movement probability presented here represent migration between ponds across the four
years of Church et al.’s study. Capture mark recapture methods followed [38–41]. Briefly,
the ponds are oriented in an approximate equilateral triangle and each pond was encircled
with a drift fence and pitfall traps set up in ten-meter intervals around the perimeter. Drift
fences were set up prior to the A. opacum breeding season and were run continuously for
five years. While juveniles were marked with toe clips to distinguish from adults, they
were not followed in the Church et al. (2022) study. We recognize that the salamanders
move from their terrestrial forest habitat to their breeding pond and then back to terrestrial
forest habitat for hibernation; individuals were not followed to ascertain which habitat
type they moved into. The close proximity of the ponds meant that it was possible for an
individual to reach more than one pond from its hibernation site during a breeding season.
The drift fence perimeters were associated with both regenerating forest (clear-cut 20 years
prior to the onset of the CMR study) and mature forest habitat (approximately 100-year-old
growth). Individuals were captured, photographed, and released at the location of capture
and in the direction they were heading (i.e., other side of the fence). Capture histories
were reconstructed using natural dorsal markings in a program developed specifically
for A. opacum called Extract Compare, available online: https://conservationresearch.
org.uk/Home/ExtractCompare/salamander.html (accessed 14 July 2009). In total, over
11,000 individuals were represented by over 32,000 captures. The CMR data does not take
juvenile movement into account, which could affect the estimates of migration.

We then estimated average recent gene flow between the three focal ponds using
BAYESASS 3.04 [42]. We chose this method because this genetic assignment method
provides estimates on a recent or contemporary timescale. We estimated gene flow using the
six loci that did not exhibit null alleles because adjusted genotypes are randomly assigned
to individuals, which prevents multilocus analysis. BAYESASS uses Bayesian methods and
Markov chain Monte Carlo resampling to estimate the proportion of individuals in each

https://conservationresearch.org.uk/Home/ExtractCompare/salamander.html
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population that are migrants from a source population. It also estimates the proportion
of individuals derived from the source populations each generation. Following software
manual recommendations, we first ran exploratory runs to adjust the mixing parameters
(i.e., acceptance rates). Once we achieved optimal acceptance rates (20–60%), we ran ten
independent runs with 100 million generations each, discarding ten million as burn-in,
sampling the chain every 2000 generations, and examined the trace files in TRACER 1.5 [43]
for evidence of convergence, mixing and consistency of the estimates between independent
runs. For each run, we calculated the Bayesian deviance as a measure of model fit and
selected the run with the lowest deviance for obtaining parameter estimates [44,45].

2.5. Least-Cost Path Analysis

We classified habitat (vernal ponds, streams, and the two habitat types, clear-cut and
forest) using a five-meter resolution aerial photograph taken of the Maple Flats Sinkhole
Pond Complex in 1998 that was acquired from the U.S. Forest Service. We used the
CMR estimates of migration from Church et al. (2022) and genetic estimates of gene flow
calculated for this study to independently determine the relative costs for each of the two
habitat types (regenerating versus mature forest). Each set of costs was used to construct
a different movement map between ponds. From the CMR data, we determined that
the average landscape migration through regenerating forest habitat was 0.011, while
migration through mature forest habitat was 0.026. Under the assumption that higher
rates of migration indicate a relatively lower cost of movement, we determined that the
cost of moving through the clear-cut habitat was 2.3 times greater than the forest habitat
(Table 2). Using genetic estimates, we inferred migration through regenerating forest
(between Pond Two and Deep Pond) and through mature forest habitat (between Pond
Two and Oak Pond). To standardize for distance, these estimates of the proportion of
migrants were divided by the Euclidean distance between the ponds. We determined that
migration through clear-cut was 4.24 × 10−4 and migration through forest was 4.46 × 10−4.
Therefore, based on the genetic data the cost of moving through regenerating forest was
1.05 times greater than migration through mature forest (Tables 2 and S2). We assigned the
actual cost values for regenerating and mature forests based on these relationships using
relative non-dimensional weights. Ambystoma opacum are not aquatic and do not migrate
through filled vernal ponds or streams; these land cover classes were assigned the highest
relative cost of movement.

Table 2. Analysis of molecular variance among three focal ponds of A. opacum. F-values were
calculated using the stepwise mutation model, as such F-values are equivalent to RST.

Source of Variation % Variation F p-Value

Within populations 0.224 – –

Among populations 0.008 0.008 0.181

Based on the calculated costs, we constructed two cost surfaces and determined the
cost-distance (i.e., a cumulative weighted distance based on a cost surface) radiating from
each source pond (11 ponds) to each pixel in the study area using ArcMap 10.6. We then
performed LCP analyses for all pairs of ponds within the Maple Flats Sinkhole Pond
Complex (110 paths), including the three focal ponds. For each path within each dispersal
map, we characterized several geographic properties. First, we estimated cost length,
which is the total length of the LCP. Second, we calculated the straight-line distance as
the total length of the straight-line distance between ponds measured from the origin and
destination points of the respective LCP (this is different to Euclidean distance between
ponds). Lastly, we calculated sinuosity, which is a measure of the complexity of the path
equal to the straight-line distance divided by cost length. For this variable, values closer to
one indicate little or no complexity in the cost path whereas values closer to zero indicate
cost paths are more complex than straight paths. We statistically compared cost length and
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Euclidean distance for each pair of ponds within each paths map and compared cost length
and sinuosity of the paths between the two maps independently using paired two-tailed
t-tests.

3. Results
3.1. Genetic Diversity and Population Differentiation

The loci used were found to be polymorphic, but one locus, AmaD328, recovered the
most alleles (n = 23) relative to the others. The three ponds comprised similar numbers of
alleles, ranging from four to five alleles in each pond (Table 1). Genetic diversity appears to
be high for each of the three focal ponds (Ho = 0.643–0.704, Table 1). Analysis of molecular
variance found no significant variation among populations (F = 0.008, p = 0.181, Table 2).
Genetic differentiation among ponds was negligible, but there was marginal support for
genetic differentiation between Oak Pond and Pond Two (G”ST = 0.019, p = 0.06, Table 3).
There was some evidence for inbreeding in Pond Two (Table 3).

Table 3. Pairwise population differentiation using G”ST (below the diagonal) and p values (above
the diagonal) as well as inbreeding coefficient GIS (along the diagonal and bolded) for each of
the three ponds of Ambystoma opacum in the Maple Flats Sinkhole complex. An asterisk (*)
indicates significance.

OAK DEEP POND2

OAK 0.024 0.797 0.071
DEEP –0.002 –0.035 0.108

POND2 0.005 0.004 0.043 *

3.2. Estimates of Gene Flow and Migration

CMR estimates of migration between the three focal ponds were somewhat symmetric
(Figure 1a). While emigration from Pond Two was greater (0.06 to either Oak Pond or Deep
Pond) than immigration into Pond Two (0.05 from Deep Pond, 0.01 from Oak Pond), the
difference was minimal. Migration between Oak Pond and Deep Pond was asymmetric
with greater movement into Oak Pond from Deep Pond (0.04) compared to the movement
into Deep Pond from Oak Pond (0.01). Overall, the lowest migration was of individuals
leaving Oak Pond (0.01), while Pond Two had the highest proportion of non-migrants (0.91).

We used BAYESASS to calculate average recent gene flow (Figure 1b). Estimates were
overall asymmetric. Gene flow from Pond Two to either Oak Pond or Deep Pond was
greater (0.18 and 0.16, respectively) than the gene flow into Pond Two from either Oak Pond
or Deep Pond (0.13 and 0.06, respectively). Gene flow between Oak Pond and Deep Pond
was also asymmetric, with greater gene flow from Oak Pond to Deep Pond (0.15) compared
to gene flow from Deep Pond to Oak Pond (0.08). A large proportion of individuals sampled
from Pond Two had Pond Two ancestry (0.81), while individuals from Oak Pond and Deep
Pond were more likely to be of admixed ancestry (0.74, 0.69 respectively).

3.3. Least-Cost Movement Routes

According to the costs generated from field and genetic estimates of migration, the
two maps show different movement routes (Figure 2 and Table S3). The map constructed
on field data show paths that generally avoid going through regenerating forest (Figure 2A).
In contrast, the genetic estimates of migration resulted in routes that readily traverse the
regenerating forest patches (Figure 2B). A statistical comparison of the LCPs and straight-
line distances within each map showed no significant differences for both field data (t = 1.77,
df = 218, p = 0.08), and genetic data (t = 0.91, df = 218, p = 0.37), i.e., cost-based lengths
were not significantly greater than straight line distances between ponds. Cost lengths
built on field data were not significantly greater compared to those built on genetic data
(t = 1.16, df = 218, p = 0.25); however, the sinuosity of the paths built on genetic data was
significantly greater than the sinuosity of the paths built on field data (t = −6.51, df = 218,
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p = 0.0001) indicating more complex paths based on field derived costs than those derived
from genetic data.
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Figure 2. Habitat maps showing dispersal routes between breeding ponds of marbled salamanders
(Ambystoma opacum) in the Maple Flats Sinkhole Pond Complex calculated using least-cost path
analysis. Black lines represent paths, clear-cut areas are dark gray, and ponds are light gray. Ponds
labeled in this map include Oak Pond (OP), Deep Pond (DP), Pond Two (P2), Pond 19 (P19), Mystery
Pond (MP), Kennedy Mountain Meadows (KM), Spring Pond (SP), Twin Pond (TP), Pond 14 (P14),
Pond 5 (P5) and Pond 4 (P4). The red outlines clear-cut areas where there are clear differences between
field costs and genetic costs. Dispersal maps were constructed using habitat costs derived from field
estimates of migration (A) and genetic estimates of migration (B).

4. Discussion

The marbled salamander, A. opacum, is a charismatic species in the Maple Flats Sink-
hole complex. Understanding how these animals move among their breeding ponds is
useful to ensuring their future in geographically isolated wetlands where land transfor-
mation has either occurred or could take place in the future. In the Maple Flats Sinkhole
complex, clear cutting of hardwood may affect how the marbled salamander moves back
to its breeding pond, or moves among breeding ponds, which then may affect the genetic
diversity of the population. For this study, we compared migration estimates calculated
using CMR data and molecular data and then asked whether one dataset over the other
predicted more biologically plausible potential movement routes. We found that CMR and
molecular data did not differ markedly in some estimates of migration between ponds,
but did in others (between Oak and Pond Two in both directions, and migration to Deep
Pond from both Oak Pond and Pond Two). We also found that the three focal ponds are
genetically diverse with low genetic structure, which supports evidence for migration
among focal ponds.

Genetic estimates indicate that there is more migration among ponds compared to
the lower migration estimates indicated by CMR data for adults (Figure 1). Interestingly,
ambystomid movement differs among different groups. For instance, Trenham et al. [46]
reported frequent interpond movement of A. californiensis individuals, but Church [39]
did not find this pattern in A. tigrinum at the Maple Flats Sinkhole Complex. The ob-
served differences between genetic and CMR estimates reported here may be due to the
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different methods used to estimate migration. For instance, the CMR method estimates
the actual movement of individuals between populations and for this study comprises
four years of CMR data for adult animals, but does not take into account juvenile move-
ment. Furthermore, BAYESASS+ calculates the average migration over the past one to
three generations, which is roughly two to twelve years for A. opacum. Therefore, we
could be sampling a marginally different timeframe with each of the datasets. Interest-
ingly, Wang and Schaffer [4] noted that their migration estimates were congruent between
field-based and molecular data. They suggest that the biology of ambystomid disper-
sal/migration (short distances, likelihood of reproduction) could explain their results.
Specifically, the fact that dispersal takes place over a small distance and reproduction is
equally likely for both dispersers and residents may explain similar results between field-
and genetic-based estimates.

The migration data suggest a possible source-sink dynamic among the three focal
ponds. For instance, Pond Two may be a source population for the other ponds and a
source for Oak to a lesser extent. CMR migration patterns suggest that individuals migrate
out of Pond Two and Oak more than Deep. Similarly, genetic data indicate that migrants
are more likely to move out of Pond Two and Oak than migrate out of Deep. Previous
field observations suggest that Pond Two is a generally a poor-quality habitat and has
been noted to be a “sink” population in more years than a “source” population [26,47,48],
which may explain the similar pattern of migration between field and genetic migration
estimates. Notably, the migration estimates indicate that most individuals remain in their
home pond. We found that migration rates back into natal ponds ranged between 0.88 and
0.98—this coincides with the work assessing the philopatric nature of A. opacum, where
91% of first-time breeders return to natal ponds and 96.4% of adults maintain breeding site
fidelity [31].

Despite the general trait of natal pond fidelity of ambystomatid salamanders, our results
highlighted some migration out of ponds. This finding coincides with Gamble et al. [31] where
the authors found that less than ten percent of individuals moved to new ponds. Therefore,
understanding how the individuals are likely to move through different habitat types
may be informative for conservation practices. We found that the least-cost paths built on
genetic data indicated that individuals more readily traverse clear-cut patches compared
to the paths built on field data, which comprise lengthier and more complex paths to
avoid clear cut habitat (Figure 2). Statistical comparisons of the paths between the maps
support that the paths built on field costs are more complex than paths built using genetic
costs (see results). These differences have implications that are useful for conservation
management plans. For instance, field data supports the conservation of forest and the
restriction of clear-cutting to preserve salamander migration within the metapopulation.
Forest patches tend to be more shaded with a less dense understory, whereas previously
clear-cut areas have a much denser and drier understory [49]. Such habitats have been
shown to hinder movement of some organisms [50,51]. In addition, amphibians prefer to
travel through wetland habitat [52], where open dry areas are thought to limit movement in
salamanders [8,53]. Together, these studies support the hypothesis that salamanders prefer
to travel through forest habitat [54], ultimately supporting the habitat costs and dispersal
map derived from field data. We attribute any paths through clear-cuts to “cracks,” which
result when narrow, costly features, in this case narrow clear-cut areas, lead to the erroneous
identification of “shortcuts” across habitats that are costly [55]. Juvenile salamanders are
able to perceive forest habitat from approximately 10 m away [56], so these small clear-cut
areas may not be costly if the juveniles move swiftly and in a straight line through these
areas. On the other hand, paths based on genetic costs suggest that limited levels of clear-
cutting may not significantly impact dispersal if ponds continue to be part of the landscape
and forest exists at a close distance. Pittman and Semlitsch [56] found that dispersing
juveniles of Ambystoma maculatum tend to move in straight lines through field habitat.
These fields could be comparable to clear-cut habitat in this study in that the fields are
more open, unguarded spaces that individuals must traverse in comparison to closed forest
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habitat. This observation may explain the paths identified in this study based on genetic
costs, as these paths tend to be more likely to move through clear-cuts in a straight direction.
Taken together, the results presented in this study suggest that minimal clear-cutting may
not be detrimental to genetic exchange among marbled salamander populations, but it is
ideal to conserve forests where possible to maximize potential areas of movement among
ponds. Notably, our genetic study does not provide insight into how clear-cuts may affect
survival, growth rates, and other life history parameters that are relevant to the viability
of populations.

The estimated migration and gene flow among ponds from CMR data and BAYESASS,
respectively, also supports the high genetic diversity estimates of each pond. We found
that the ponds are relatively genetically diverse (Table 2) and are not very genetically
structured (Table 3). The genetic diversity estimates are similar to those reached in another
study of A. opacum in Massachusetts [57]. One locus in this study (AmaD328) comprised
more alleles than the others, so these estimates of observed heterozygosity should be inter-
preted with some caution, although reanalysis of the data with the removal of AmaD328
did not dramatically alter the findings. The apparent lack of structuring also coincides
with the estimated migration among ponds. Given the short distances between the focal
ponds (between 200–400 m), it not surprising that there is low genetic structuring. In
other ambystomatid salamanders, population structuring was often not recovered unless
populations were greater than one kilometer apart [58–61]. As such, the genetic diversity
estimates coincide with the dispersal and migration patterns—while individuals remain at
their natal pond, enough individuals move among ponds to maintain genetic diversity and
reduce genetic structuring among the focal ponds.

Collectively, the data suggest that both molecular-based and CMR-based migration
estimates are relatively similar and that both datasets may be informative of the actual
movements of individuals. As the CMR data do not distinguish between adult and juvenile
movement, genetic data may provide a more detailed insight into the interpond connectivity.
Given the biology of A. opacum, it is possible that either means of estimating migration may
be useful for constructing conservation management plans in states where the marbled
salamander is threatened or endangered. Results support considering habitat between
ponds and conserving the habitat type that will be most conducive to individuals’ migration
both among ponds and back to their natal ponds.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/d14070524/s1, Table S1: Characteristics of the seven microsatellite
loci used in this study to estimate gene flow between three populations of Ambystoma opacum;
Table S2: Relative costs assigned to pond border, forest, and clear-cut habitats derived from field and
genetic estimates of connectivity used to predict dispersal routes; Table S3: Geographic properties
of the 110 least-cost paths constructed from field and genetic based habitat costs for Ambystoma
opacum in the Maple Flats Sinkhole Complex.
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